Letter of Agreement between Colorado Springs TRACON and Denver Center
Inbound to KCOS
Arrival Gates
HUGO - From the BRK054R clockwise to the BRK097R, as depicted on the sector file
PUEBLO - BRK168R as depicted
BROADMOOR - BRK213R, only when COS is landing south
ACADEMY - BRK273R Props ONLY, 17,000 and below.
Also used as a departure gate

Altitude Assignments
GATE

JETS

PROPS

HUGO

13,000 – 16,000 (non RNAV)

10,000

descend via OZZZY STAR
(RNAV)

PUEBLO

14,000

13,000 (pointout to PUB)

BROADMOOR

16,000

16,000

ACADEMY

N/A

14,000

Notes
Jets via HGO and PUB gates must be level at an approved altitude and sequenced in trail with other jets
through the same gate. Jet arrivals on the OZZZY RNAV STAR must be assigned "descend via" unless
otherwise coordinated or unless "descend via" will conflict wit non RNAV aircraft on similar route.
HGO gate arrivals are expected to be cleared direct BRK anywhere between the BRK065R (GLD BRK) or the
BRK086R (HGO BRK) or established on those two radials. RNAV equipped jets landing COS must be on
OZZZY RNAV STAR.
Props via HGO and PUB shall be level below jets, in trail with other props
When PUB approach is not staffed (thus, ZDV owns the airspace), COS ATCT has control for lower on contact
for all COS arrivals
Arrivals via the Broadmoor and Academy gates need not be coordinated as wrong altitude for direction
Props 10,000 and below may be cleared direct destination airport
Departures from KCOS
Departure Gates
SOUTH - BRK135R/BRESH and PUB349R
EAST - BRK110R/JEWLS

EAST - BRK110R/JEWLS
ACADEMY - BRK273R Props only, 17,000 and below
Notes
All jet departures from KCOS, requesting 17,000 or above, shall be assigned 16,000 and handed off to Center
(ZDV sector 41)
Overflights
Jets landing APA and BJC may be routed through COS approach airspace as follows:
HGO
16,000 BRK..FQF..APA/BJC
PUB
Cross 15NM South BRK at 17,000, BRK..FQF..APA/BJC

Props landing APA and BJC may be routed through COS approach airspace from the south as follows
PUB - 13,000 through 16,000, BRK168R.BRK..FQF..APA/BJC

Figure 1-1: KCOS Gates

The original document is available at http://www.denartcc.org/docs/tiki-index.php?page=LOA%3A+ZDV-KCOS

